
Lightspeed website cookies

Name Domain Size HTTP Secure Purpose

__cfduid .hs-analytics.net 51 ✓ The __cfduid cookie is used to identify individual 
clients behind a shared IP address and apply se-
curity settings on a per-client basis. For example, 
if the visitor is in a coffee shop where there are 
a bunch of infected machines, but the specific 
visitor’s machine is trusted (e.g. because they’ve 
completed a challenge within your Challenge 
Passage period), the cookie allows us to identify 
that client and not challenge them again. It 
does not correspond to any user ID in your web 
application, and does not store any personally 
identifiable information.

__cfduid .hs-scripts.com 51 ✓ The __cfduid cookie is used to identify individual 
clients behind a shared IP address and apply 
security settings on a per-client basis

__cfduid .hubspot.com 51 ✓ The __cfduid cookie is used to identify individual 
clients behind a shared IP address and apply 
security settings on a per-client basis

__cfduid .icontact.com 51 ✓ The __cfduid cookie is used to identify individual 
clients behind a shared IP address and apply 
security settings on a per-client basi

__cfduid .jquery.com 51 ✓ The __cfduid cookie is used to identify individual 
clients behind a shared IP address and apply 
security settings on a per-client basis

__gads .doubleclick.net 75 Google targeting and advertising

__hssc .hubspot.com 30 This cookie keeps track of sessions. This is used 
to determine if we should increment the session 
number and timestamps in the __hstc cookie. 
It contains the domain, viewCount (increments 
each pageView in a session), and session start 
timestamp. 

__hssc .lightspeedaviation.com 30 This cookie keeps track of sessions. This is used 
to determine if we should increment the session 
number and timestamps in the __hstc cookie. 
It contains the domain, viewCount (increments 
each pageView in a session), and session start 
timestamp. 

__hssc secure.n49bc.biz 31 This cookie keeps track of sessions. This is used 
to determine if we should increment the session 
number and timestamps in the __hstc cookie. 
It contains the domain, viewCount (increments 
each pageView in a session), and session start 
timestamp. 

__hssrc .hubspot.com 8 Whenever HubSpot changes the session cookie, 
this cookie is also set. We set it to 1 and use it to 
determine if the visitor has restarted their brows-
er. If this cookie does not exist when we manage 
cookies, we assume it is a new session.

__hssrc .lightspeedaviation.com 8 Whenever HubSpot changes the session cookie, 
this cookie is also set. We set it to 1 and use it to 
determine if the visitor has restarted their brows-
er. If this cookie does not exist when we manage 
cookies, we assume it is a new session.

__hssrc secure.n49bc.biz 8 Whenever HubSpot changes the session cookie, 
this cookie is also set. We set it to 1 and use it to 
determine if the visitor has restarted their brows-
er. If this cookie does not exist when we manage 
cookies, we assume it is a new session.



Name Domain Size HTTP Secure Purpose

__hstc .hubspot.com 91 The main cookie for tracking visitors. It contains 
the domain, utk (see below), initial timestamp 
(first visit), last timestamp (last visit), current 
timestamp (this visit), and session number (in-
crements for each subsequent session).

__hstc .lightspeedaviation.com 91 The main cookie for tracking visitors. It contains 
the domain, utk (see below), initial timestamp 
(first visit), last timestamp (last visit), current 
timestamp (this visit), and session number (in-
crements for each subsequent session).

__hstc secure.n49bc.biz 93 The main cookie for tracking visitors. It contains 
the domain, utk (see below), initial timestamp 
(first visit), last timestamp (last visit), current 
timestamp (this visit), and session number (in-
crements for each subsequent session).

__utma .jquery.com 61 Google Analytics - Used to distinguish users and 
sessions. The cookie is created when the javas-
cript library executes and no existing __utma 
cookies exists. The cookie is updated every time 
data is sent to Google Analytics.

__utma .store.lightspeedaviation.com 58 Google Analytics - Used to distinguish users and 
sessions. The cookie is created when the javas-
cript library executes and no existing __utma 
cookies exists. The cookie is updated every time 
data is sent to Google Analytics.

__utmz .jquery.com 100 Google Analytics - Stores the traffic source or 
campaign that explains how the user reached 
your site. The cookie is created when the javas-
cript library executes and is updated every time 
data is sent to Google Analytics.

__utmz .store.lightspeedaviation.com 74 Google Analytics - Stores the traffic source or 
campaign that explains how the user reached 
your site. The cookie is created when the javas-
cript library executes and is updated every time 
data is sent to Google Analytics.

_ga .hubspot.com 30 Google Analytics - Used to distinguish users

_ga .lightspeedaviation.com 30 Google Analytics - Used to distinguish users

_ga .n49bc.biz 30 Google Analytics - Used to distinguish users

_gat .lightspeedaviation.com 5 Google Analytics - Used to throttle request rate.

_gat .n49bc.biz 5 Google Analytics - Used to throttle request rate.

_gid .hubspot.com 30 Google Analytics - Used to distinguish users

_gid .lightspeedaviation.com 30 Google Analytics - Used to distinguish users

_gid .n49bc.biz 30 Google Analytics - Used to distinguish users

1P_JAR .google.com 19 Used by google to display relevant ads.

AcceptCookie secure.n49bc.biz 13 Used to display cookie banner message. If this 
cookie is set, the banner is no longer displayed.

AcceptCookie www.lightspeedaviation.com 13 Used to display cookie banner message. If this 
cookie is set, the banner is no longer displayed.

AID .google.com 58 ✓ Used by google to display relevant ads.

ASPSESSIONIDQCUTRSCR store.lightspeedaviation.com 44 ✓ ASP session state cookie.

DSID .doubleclick.net 123 ✓ Used by google to display relevant ads.



Name Domain Size HTTP Secure Purpose

EWAREID store.lightspeedaviation.com 39 Cookie used by Sage CRM

hubspotutk .hubspot.com 42 This cookie is used for to keep track of a visitor’s 
identity. This cookie is passed to HubSpot on 
form submission and used when de-duplicating 
contacts.

hubspotutk .lightspeedaviation.com 42 This cookie is used for to keep track of a visitor’s 
identity. This cookie is passed to HubSpot on 
form submission and used when de-duplicating 
contacts.

hubspotutk secure.n49bc.biz 42 This cookie is used for to keep track of a visitor’s 
identity. This cookie is passed to HubSpot on 
form submission and used when de-duplicating 
contacts.

IDE .doubleclick.net 67 ✓ Used by google to display relevant ads.

NID .google.com 147 ✓ Used by google to display relevant ads.

OGPC .google.com 15 Used by google to display relevant ads.

SecureTag secure.n49bc.biz 43 Used by the server’s UserTrack module, for 
session tracking

SecureTag www.lightspeedaviation.com 43 Used by the server’s UserTrack module, for 
session tracking

SESSION .secure.n49bc.biz 101 Used by the ecommerce site to track shopping 
carts

session-id .secure.n49bc.biz 42 Used by the ecommerce site to track shopping 
carts

UULE www.google.com 178 Used by google to display relevant ads.


